The Inspec database can be found in our Databases list.

Choose “Expert Search”.

Ensure that only the Inspec database is selected and limit the search to the last 10 years.
For a literature review search in Inspec, limit the search to **1 or 2 concepts**.

Subject example:
Prototype of a micropump [implanted] for the purpose of antiepileptic drug delivery.

**Concept #1**
Micropumps
- Micropump*
- Micro pump*
- MEMS pump*
- BioMEMS pump*

**Concept #2**
Medical Fields
- Medic*
- Biomedic*
- Pharmac*
- Therap*
- Drug*

Use OR to combine the words within the same concept. Write each concept in parentheses.
Combine the concepts using AND. Add wn KY after each concept to search in the Subject/Title/Abstract fields.

End the search by adding: **AND (bib) wn TR**. This offers documents that include more than 50 bibliographic references.
The search gave 17 results. Click on “Detailed” to evaluate the relevance of each result.

This literature review, containing 117 references, seems interesting.